One step generation of fully chimeric antibodies using Cgamma1- and Ckappa mutant mice.
Humanized antibodies (Abs) are effective drugs against a variety of diseases such as cancer, autoimmune diseases, transplant rejection and others. The most powerful technology to develop humanized Abs is the use of mice that produce humanized Abs. By modifying the genetic background of F004 mice a new mouse substrain was developed for optimized "one step" generation of chimeric humanized monoclonal Abs. The new mice (F004-Jen) demonstrated improved fertility still expressing the human locus at the same level as the parental F004 mouse. The value of these mice for the generation of chimeric Abs was exemplified for a panel of chimeric Abs against the human neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM): The fully chimeric human IgG1/kappa Ab Ch.MK1 bound to NCAM expressing cells with a K(D)=4.3-8.7 x 10(-8) M and was functionally active as demonstrated by depleting NCAM expressing cells. We also demonstrated that chimeric IgG1/kappa Abs can be induced by hybridoma class switching of IgM producing hybridoma cells, providing an alternative way to chimeric Abs. The present data highlight F004-Jen mice as an efficient tool for "one step" generation of chimeric Abs.